In April 2017, J. M. Design Studio-three Pittsburgh-based artists and designers-responded to the Customs and Border Protection's public request for proposals for a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border. J. M. Design Studio then announced its own call for more border "wall" proposals from other artists. The following commentary details these prototype concepts and tracks the executive policies and rhetoric that established a foundation for the border wall.
"a contiguous, physical wall or other similarly secure…impassable physical barrier"
Over the following weeks-during which the futures of the recipients of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), known as "Dreamers," were held hostage as Trump bargained their citizenship for funding for the wall; the government temporarily shut down; and Trump became embroiled in emerging scandals related to affairs with adult entertainment stars-the Secretary of Homeland Security began the logistical process of wall-building. As the opposition took up signs saying, "Build Bridges, Not Walls" to protest the administration's early actions on immigration and travel bans, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) began publicly promoting its pro-wall vision. In the video Walls Work, which became the agency's refrain, 6 Border Patrol Agent S. Lubin (who, as a legibly African American woman, represents two groups significantly underrepresented in the CBP) 7 describes how existing sections of "border barriers" have "made a world of difference." At the barriers, she claims, "apprehensions"
3 "Executive Order: Border Security and Immigration Enforcement Improvements," The White House, January 27, 2017, https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-border-securityimmigration-enforcement-improvements/ 4 In response to President Barack Obama's November 2014 executive action on immigration policy, thenchairman of the Republican National Committee, Reince Priebus, released a statement: "The Constitution does not grant the President the power to act as a one-man legislature when he disagrees with Congress and with voters. The last time the President issued a politically motivated executive order to change our immigration laws, he precipitated a crisis at our border, leaving thousands of children at risk and ripping apart the families he claims to want to protect. Granting amnesty does not secure our borders. Ten days later, on March 17, the CBP issued two Requests for Proposals (RFP) to the public for "the design and construction of a . . . wall prototype and various miles of border wall along the southwest border," from San Diego, CA, to Brownsville, TX. The first, RFP HSBP1017R0022, solicited offers for a "solid concrete prototype." The second, RFP HSBP1017R0023, or "Other Border Wall Prototype," sought proposals for a wall constructed of other materials. The solicitations mandated nearly the same requirements for either prototype, including that the "other border wall"
• "shall be physically imposing in height," ideally 30-feet tall but no less than 18-feet • "shall not be possible for a human to climb"
• "shall prevent, for at least 30 minutes, a physical breach of the wall by pick-axe, chisel, Oxy/acetylene torch, etc."
• "The north side of wall (i.e. U.S. facing side) shall be aesthetically pleasing in color, anticlimb texture, etc., to be consistent with general surrounding environment"
• "Incorporating a see-through component/capability to the wall that facilitates situational awareness but does not negate the requirements listed above is operationally advantageous." The guidelines for the "Other Border Wall" RFP also stipulated "fully developed drawings, details or specifications are not desired or required," allowing the designers some flexibility in approaching their prototypes. 10 Along with supplying prototype images, all applicants or "offerors" were required to demonstrate, as part of their submission, their qualifications in terms of experience with large-scale projects and competence to bring the design into fruition.
In April 
Prototype #2 A Wall of Pipe Organs _________________
A semi-continuous wall of nearly 10 million pipe organs, in a line that follows the entire border. For the most part, these stand at approximately 30' high. Every 20' there is a opening, like an archway, which enables people from either side to walk through -but not before sitting down to play a quick (or long) tune on the organ. This is a wall of music, and the only requirement is that every person who passes through must spend at least two minutes playing the organs.
Prototype #1 A Wall of Hammocks _________________
A continuous wall of nearly 3 million hammocks, strung together across the entire border with 30' Western White Pines between them for support. This is the tree of Peace. These hammocks are available for anyone's use -as a place to rest, relax, and dream. As a place to take refuge, recuperate, and move between the two countries with an ease usually only felt when on vacation. We envision this wall as a place of restoration, beauty, and friendship that celebrates, and advocates for, human rights and the end of prosecution for refugees fleeing oppressive and violent regimes.
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Prototype #5 A Wall of Lighthouses for the Border _________________
We consider the border between Mexico and the United States a kind of terrifying, dangerous, and inhospitable place as it now stands today. It is much like the coast of a rugged, wild ocean that is covered in giant boulders. We propose to line the entire border with colorful, functional, and beautiful lighthouses. These are no ordinary lighthouses, they are lighthouses for the desert -they are meant to provide the safe guidance and benevolence to all who see them in their dangerous journeys and travels. These lighthouses will stand 30' in the air, as the wall has specified, and be painted in all manner of wonderful colors. The lights themselves will run on solar power, and the people who are the lighthouse keepers will be the refugees themselves who have had training to do this work. Therefore this wall is a form of employment, beauty, and functionality. These are the major ideas we like to stress in our design work.
Prototype #4 A Wall of Gravestones for Migrants And Refugees (Memorial to Asylum) _________________ A collection of nearly 1 million gravestones will follow the entire border of the United States and Mexico. These will be simple gravestones, made out of available local stones, and the names on them will reflect those who have died trying to cross this border and all borders throughout the world in their quest for survival. These gravestones can be imagined towering 30' into the air, as the wall proposal specifies, by considering the ghosts of these incredibly strong, valiant, and brave human beings hovering just above each of the graves 30' high into the air. There they billow like sails, if you can only pause for a moment to consider the danger, terror, and horror they must have faced in trying to cross. 
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Prototype #6 A Wall Of Clean Water _________________
Imagine a wall of clean water along the US/Mexico border. This will provide respite, relief, nourishment, and a moment of relaxation to anyone who has just spent a series of terrifying days in the harsh, inhospitable desert that flanks the border. This wall belongs to everyone, of all ages. It is a welcoming sign from the US, and a welcoming sign from Mexico. It is a fluid wall, and signals a new era where borders are fluid, designed for a functionality that increases overall human well being and kindness. The water will be sourced from the Pacific and through a sophisticated desalination process, be clean enough to drink as it winds easily through the wall. This prototype embodies much of what our design studio aims to achieve.
Prototype #3 A Wall of Artists Redrawing Borders _________________
Where the border between Mexico and the United States currently exists, we propose to hire artists from Mexico and the US to redraw the border. In this proposal, the wall is human beings who draw directly onto the earth with a variety of interesting, non-toxic, colorful materials. We estimate there would be between 5-10,000 artists needed for this proposal. This provides stable income to many artists who are having a very difficult time right now making a living, as well as create a new attitude that advocates for the essential re-questioning of what borders mean and how they were formed initially. We would like to see this implemented at every border around the world. Susanne Slavick's "Other Border Wall" is more properly a row of gateways that entices border crossings, and perhaps re-crossings, with its sensual feather turnstiles. Others reenvisioned the border as a junction, a useful space for exchange and bread-breaking, such as Barton Schindel's Food Booth Wall or Emma Brown's two-thousand-mile double-sided banquet, which reminds us that the United States and Mexico are in a permanent contiguous relationship with the neighborly advice: "Build a longer table, not a higher fence" (Fig. 12) . Others recharged the wall with literal humanity, suggesting that people stand along the border or that the wall itself be made flesh, a soft but eerie membrane.
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Emma Brown, Border Table ( Some artists took direct aim at Trump and the "alternative facts" on which his administration has based itself. The App Expo group proposed the AppGlass™ Augmented Reality Border Wall, an awkward glass cone that, when worn over the head while facing the "general direction of Mexico," shows the wearer "an alternatively factual wall in your own unique reality," constructing the wall only as figment in one's (i.e., Trump's) imagination (Fig.   13 ).
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Figure 13
The Beyond levity and sly critique, many submissions proposed a new ecology at the border, critically thinking through the "other border wall" as a bi-national site responsive to the pressing issues of environmental and economic sustainability in the context of a globalized economy and hastening climate change. Helen Cardona, for example, proposes a "fluctuating border" that shifts along, and sometimes over, the meandering Rio Grande. By redeveloping the existing border barriers with retractable fencing and renewable energy production capabilities, Cardona's plan envisions an "infrastructure that leads to healthy environments, social equity, and sustainable economies" on both sides of the border (Figs. 14-16 ). 
